Rewards and Sanctions - Quick Guide*
At Rugby School Thailand, we expect students to show diligence in their work, kindness to others and
a helpful attitude at all times, simply because it is the right thing to do. We aim to celebrate those
that show these attributes, as well as tackling those that occasionally slip below these expectations.
Rewards
Credit - Awarded for good academic effort/achievement, any positive behavioural or
extra-curricular reason.
Distinction - Recommended by a teacher, conferred by the relevant Deputy Head for an
outstanding piece of academic work, outstanding behaviour or outstanding contribution to
extra-curricular life. Distinctions will be recognised in assembly and, if appropriate, the work
will be publicly displayed.
Copy - Recommended by a teacher, conferred by the Head for an exceptional piece of
academic work, exceptional behaviour or exceptional contribution to extra-curricular life.
Copies are very rare, will be recognised at Speech Day and, if appropriate, the work will be
publicly displayed.
Prize - Awarded at Speech Day for all areas of the school.
Sanctions
Imposition - Issued for inadequate academic work, poor attitude to learning, poor conduct
around School or other misdemeanour. If awarded for inadequate work, the Imposition is to
repeat the work to a satisfactory standard (the original mark still counts). If given for other
reasons, the Imposition should be something productive for the student to do.
3 Impositions in a half-term lead to an automatic Detention.
Tutors & HSMs to keep record.
Detention - Friday 12.35pm-1.45pm. Issued automatically by HSMs for 3 Impositions in a
half-term and/or other issues that warrant a higher sanction than an Imposition in
consultation with Tutors / HSMs / Head of 6th Form.
3 Thursday Detentions in one term lead to an automatic Saturday Detention.
Tutors & HSMs to keep record.
Head’s Saturday Detention - 2pm-5pm. Issued automatically for 3 Detentions in a term, and
on a case-by-case basis where issues persist despite previous sanctions, or for more
significant disciplinary issues.
Each reward is allocated positive points; each sanction is allocated negative points.
Credits = 3. Impositions = -1.
HSM’s Report
Whilst neither a reward nor sanction, if there is concern about a student’s attitude / behaviour
he/she may be placed on a HSM’s report to monitor performance across the school.
Academic Report
Whilst neither a reward nor sanction, if there is concern about a student’s academic progress he/she
may be placed on an Academic report to monitor academic performance across the school.
* For further detail, refer to the Rewards and Sanctions Policy

